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pher Johnston?a gentleman eminently qualified to give a thorough course of instruction in these highly interesting departments of science. By this last appointment, the curiculum in the Baltimore College, has been somewhat extended and rendered more complete.
The Graduates then received their Diplomas from the President, and were afterwards addressed by Dr. Solyman Brown, of New York City. In concluding this address, which will be found in the present number of the Journal, Dr. Brown offered three knotty problems for solution : viz. 1st, "Why does the melted wax of the common honey bee, when allowed to cool slowly in a thin stratum, assume geometrical forms of the same average size and shape of the alveoli of the comb from which the wax is derived." 2nd, "Why do all the colors of the solar bow, or prismatic spectrum which is simply an analysis of the sunbeam, from black to white, namely, red, yellow and blue, with all their shades and combinations, enter as pigments into the human hair, blue only, excepted?" 3rd, "Why did the healing art, including medicine and dentistry, have The attention of scientific and practical men has been strongly directed, within the last two or three months, to this metal, by recent discoveries by certain French chemists, of increased facilities for producing the metal, and the confident expectations held forth, that it will be still more abundantly produced by further discoveries. It is claimed for aluminium that (when it shall become more abundant) it will be a substitute for gold and silver in many of the trades, Sic., in which those costly metals are now used, and it has been suggested that it will prove well adapted to the uses of the dentist. With a view to give some of the inquiring, thinking men of the profession an opportunity of testing how far it is adapted to their use for "filling cavities" in teeth, we have embraced the first opportunity offered of pro-
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curing a specimen and working it into foil for distribution. We were enabled to obtain but a small quantity, our entire lot for distribution consisting of less than 100 leaves, hence we send you no larger sample than the enclosed half dozen. We find the metal tolerably kindly, a little disposed to be harsh, or "sort of stiff," but still ductile, and to a considerable degree tough, color maintained without change, throughout whole process of reduction from original ingot to foil, inclined to be scaly, as you may see, caused by its lacking-that quality in gold of "uniting," or as we may express it, "welding" together during "beating," when it has become broken or seems opened in it by carelessness or accident in that process. In gold the seams or fracture may be joined together ("closed up" is the technical) under the hammer so as to be unseen, but the aluminium does not unite, the edges of the fracture will overlap and conlinue to spread under the hammer in two thicknesses. More explicitly, two sheets of gold foil laid one upon the other may be inseparably united by "beating;" but two of aluminium will remain two, all ihe time. The enclosed foil is thicker probably, than what you ordinarily use, but the average weight of each sheet is about 2? grs. The specific gravity is represented to us as about one fourth that of silver. Each sheet has been annealed to a dull red heat, melting easily beyond that. When it shall be well ascertained that aluminium undergoes or causes no change in the mouth, we think it will prove a valuable substitute for gold and silver plate in mechanical dentistry.
Yours, respectfully, Charles Abbey & Sons.
Baltimore Dental Depot.?Mr. Snowden, of Baltimore, has recently opened a depot, corner of Market and Eutaw streets, for the accommodation of the dentists of Baltimore, as well as those visiting the city for the purpose of supplying themselves with porcelain teeth,gold, platina, instruments, &c. In short he proposes to keep all the materials used by the profession, and will furnish them on as reasonable terms as they can be procured in Philadelphia or New York. Having obtained the agency for the sale of the teeth made by the New York Teeth xVlanufacturing Company, he is supplied with a large and beautiful assortment, which for natural appearance and strength are equal to any we have seen. He also keeps the various patterns of files manufactured by this company, which in some respects are superior to any we have ever used.
The want of a dental depot in Baltimore has been long felt, and now one is established, we trust it will be sustained by the profession of the city. As regards the age of a cicatrix, we must be guided by its color, size, and thickness, in forming of our opinion. The fainter its color, the larger its extent, and the greater its sensibility and tenderness, the more recent is its formation, and the more imperfect is its organization. As its age increases it grows smaller, thicker, more shining, and less sensitive.?Monthly Jour n. Med. Sci., Oct. 1854, from Prag. Viertaljahrs. Bd. ii, 1854. *3 Gold Filling Removed from the Neck.?A lady in Tennessee, had a gold filling, about the size of a squirrel shot, recently removed from the side of her neck, immediately beneath the angle of the jaw. She was ignorant of the manner in which it got there, but it probably escaped from one of her teeth while eating and lodged in the fauces or a fold of the mucous membrane of the lower part of the mouth, and from thence made its way to the place from which it was removed.
